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Bear or skunk? You make the call

o.1a

Elections postponed
Confusion, mismanagement 'plague polls

0

_by Jon Bach
Staff Writer

-

. New wow on the black bear statue makes passers-by take a second look.

Scott agreed.
"(The Campus) has a major impact
it the university. It's the main focus
- Confusion and mismanagement pro- of information," Scott said.
mpted the postponement; of student
Eric Ewing, chair of the committee,
gosernment elections Tuesday. '
was unable to be reached when thecomThe Fair Election Practices Commit- mince decided to cancel the election. He
tee ,of student government soted to said he doesn't think he would have
cancel the elections at 1:30 p.m. and :canceled the election, but he respects the
reschedule them for Feb. 14.
committee's decision.
FEPC member Mike Scott said
"They have their reasons," he said.
stidents running -the-- polls had inThey're a committee. If they say cancel
complete and outdated lists of voting then it should-be so. They had a bird's
students. At itic sanic time, he said. eye view of what was going on."
Vali-dinc machines used to count and .
Scott said FEPC.should have had one
--- record the votes malfunctioned.
big meeting before the new election.
Scott also said students who were
FEPC member Jim Moorhead said a
operating the polls weren't briefed on
fair election is the -post important
proper voting procedures.
consideration.
"It's FEPC's fault. We screwed up.
"People are going tO respect us a lot
We weren't all where we should have
more if we postpone," he said. "We
been." he said.
has c to plan and organize.
Contributing to thedecision to camel
"It's too bad that we had to go
was a front page error in. the Dotty around scurrying," he said. "We
Wine Campus that showed incorrect
lacked the organization. We're doing
captions for the two sets of student
what we can to make sure it doesn't hapgosernment candidates.
pen again."
The error caused confusion, said
Candidates had mixed reactions to the
FEPC member Gary Fogg.
cancellations.
"It was misinformation," he said.
T.J. Ackermann, candidate for stu"A lot of students don't know who(the dent government vice president, said he
candidates) arc. People remember faces, knows mistakes were made, but they
not names."
were not caused by anyone in particular.
He said students talking to a set of
Ackerniann said he and John Gallant,
candidates might not remember names, candidate for president of student
but would remember faces. Because the
government, are unaffected by the
and names of the candidates
ere transposed in the Campus; FORII
(sitt. ELECT page II)
said it wasn't,
proper representation.

UMaine employees lack
ess-to- health center

Ruling onfraternity
suspensions-delayed

by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer

by Doug Kesseli
Staff Writer

has been taken so far.
"I've always had an Interest in faculty
health," she said. "I hope thë1E begin a proWhen students at the University of Maine are gram."
they can go to Cutler Health Center.
Berrien said that because of the health center's
When university employees set sick; however, "—"—'funding and staff, Cutler isn't preparcd
they must either consult their insurance manuals to handle the program alone. But she said Cutler
or find health care elsewhere.
could offer its knowledge of health maintenance
"Employees have a health insurance plan, but to help initiate an employee program.
we don't have access to health-care facilities on
"We could give aldvict on what's useful and
campus," said Dr. Roberta Berrien, director important with health," she said.
of Cutler Health Center.
If an employee health program were started.
The UMaine health insurance program for Berrien said, new people would have to be hired
employees is covered by the Employee Benefit to deal specifically with employees.
Plan Adrninistration of New Hampshire, said
"There is barely enough funding and staff to
Marvis Hussey, a workers' compensation deal with students alone.:' she said. "It
assistant.
wouldn't be right that we would liar to deal with
At_i_ording to the UMaine Benefits Summary employees, to-o.
brochure, EBPA benefits are paid for by ;he
Berrien said that at one time a Human Peruniversity. Coverage includes hospital and formance Center run by Joseph Pechinski, pro.health-care expenses.
fessor of physical education and education, proOn-campus health care for employees, though, vided UMaine employees with a means to
is non-existent, Berrien said.
evaluate and assess the status of their health.
There has been talk of a possible employee
(see HEALTH page
health-care program, but, she said, little action

President Dale Lick postponed Tuesday the final decision
on the suspensions of the Beta Theta Pi and Delta Upsilon
fraternities._
. He said he witheld a decision so that he could put the
situations into perspective.
Lick said he expects to notify both fraternities of his final
decision within five days.
Both fraternities have appealed to the president to reduce
their suspension times for their involvement in hazing incidents last December.
In mid January a university Conduct Committee upheld
the university's December decision to suspend both fraternities but reduced their suspension periods. Lick, accompanied by William Lucy.associate dcan of Student Activities
and Oriwizations, listened to and spoke with representatives froin both fraternities in separate meetings Tuesday
afternoon.
"We just presented our point of view," said senior
- Tim Hooper, recent past president of DU.•
(me FRAT gage 8)
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News Briefs

is proud to present...

Bernie Zilbergeld

bui
-by The C

Response to Palestinian uprisin.g
violated Aurnaniights, report says
WASHINGTON (AP) — Israel's
response to the Palestinian uprising
in the West 13ank and Gaza Strip "led
to a substantial increase in human
rights violations," the State
Department said today in its annual
report on human rights conditions
worldwide.
_
The wide-ranging study also hail-remarkable changes in the Soviet
Union" under Presidem Mikhail S.
Gorbachev during the past year.
The report criticized Israeli troops
for practices that resulted in "many
avoidable deaths and injuries" during the I4-month uprising.

From time to time since the
yiolericestarted in the occupied territories. the State Department has expressed criticism of Israeli efforts t
_brine it uncles control, hut thereof(
appeared to go beyond the earlier
statements.
The report said Israeli authorities
in some cases prosecuted or took
disciplinan action against soldiers or
settlers who had killed Palestinians.
But it added. "Regutationt were
not ngorously enforced; punishments
were usually lenient, and there were
many cases of unjustified killing that
did not result in disciplinary actions
or prosecutions."

Investigation of AMHI concludes
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — On
the sixth and final day of legislative
hearings on the Augusta Mental
Health Institute, a state Human Services Department official said
AMHI's loss of Medicare funding
was among the reasons the department launched a probe into care of
state wards at the mental hospital.
The report, based on an investigation in September and October 1988.
found that only 12 of .45 state wards
were receiving adequate treatment,
Peter Walsh, director of the Bureau
of Social Services, told the
Legislature's Human Resources
Committee.
Walsh said the department study

Sam of sionorr

Co]

also was prompted last summer by
"concerns" about patient treatment
raised by their adsocates and the
chronic overcrowding that was the
subject of a special commission's investigation last year.
In the wake of a report issued in
November, Probate Judge James E.
Mitchell recommended that ether
probate judges no longer refer mental patients to AMH1.
On Tuesday, Walsh told the
legislative committee that all 33 cases
in which wards were found to have
been receiving inadequate treatment
were referred to the state Bureau of
Adult Protective Services, medical
consultants, occupational therapists
and others for futher study.
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Federal regulators take over S&Ls

TO!
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
regulators, wasting no time in implementing portions of President
Bush's savings and loan rescue plan,
announced Tuesday that they had
begun taking control of more than
200 insolvent savings and loans institutions that are still operating.

Wallin a month, officals said they
hoped to have federal regulatory
teams in place at approximately 224
S&Ls that are still operating even
though they- are technically insolvent.
The announcement came just a day
after Busy unveiled the administration's plan to overhaul the S&L industry. Officials said they were mos Officials of the Federal Deposit Ining with dispatch to emphasize the
surance Corp., which insures deposits
urgency of the problem.
V9nUmerCW-tAillik•AlltalCisderaL_—Offset:la-saidsavings and Loan Insurance Corp.,
sent S&Ls would continue normal
which performs the same function for
operations. Howesei, their operating
S&Ls. announced that combined
_.decisions will be subject to appros al
regulatory teams from the two agenfrom the federal regulators. The incies had been put into place at four
--stitutions will remain under governimokent S&Ls located in Maryland,
ment control until regulators can find
Florida, California and Texas.
buyers.

LU1

Trucker's death called suspicious

Weds. 8:00pm
101 Neville Hall
Free to the Public

•

Topic: Speaking on Male Sexuality
Sponsored by Guest Lecture Series

YORK,Maine(AP) $tate police
termed suspicious the death of a .
60-year-old Massachusetts truck
driscr whose body was found early
Tuesday beside his car that was stopped on a bridge along Interstate 95.
The body, discciiitred shortl after
3 a.m. along the northbound lanes on
the York River bridge, was identified
as that of Oliver C. Skidgell of Lynn,
Mass., according to state police
spokesman Stephen McCausland.

The car found near the body was
identified as Skidgelfs 1978 red
Volvo station wagon, and inVestigators said anyone who might
have seen the vehicle in the area early Tuesday should contact state
POkice.
Skidgell was identified as a Maine
native who also had a residence in
Mattawamkeag, where his parents
live, his body was identified bny his
wife Karen, who droVe to Maine
from Lynn, Mass.
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Colleges taking steps to
butt smoking off campus

Maine Mentor Program

by The College Press Service
••,

•

It's getting harder to be a Cigarette
smoker on American campuses.
A number of schools have announced even tougher smoking restrictions in
recent weeks. From Big Bend Community College in Washington state to
the East Coast. campuses that began
limiting student smoking as long as a.,
decade ago have taken the last big step
this school year:
"Smoking is pretty much banned
now" at at Big Bend, spokesman Doug
Sly reported of the new rules, impiementea Jan. I.
In 1976, Pent State Uaivenity van
one of the first U.S. campuses to ban
smoking from its laboratiries and
classrooms. On April 1 of this year, it
will forbid smoking everywhere except
cert_slortn. rooms.
"It's too strict of a rule. I have a
smoking habit and I don't feel like standing out in the rain or snow (to
smoke)," said Penn State senior Mary
Helen Moran.
Stanford University in 1988 banned
smoking even at outdoor events,
"Some colleges have been setting the
pace." said Dr. John Longest, the
former Mississippi State University student health center director and America
College Health Association official who
has led efforts to combat smoking on
campuses for several decades.
The drumbeat of new restrictions has
been constant.
Colorado's Metropolitan State ('ollege's bookstore stopped selling cigarettes in November, while Georgia State
University banned such sales in 1986.
Scores of other schools, including the
universities of Texas, Illinois, Nebraska

FREE PROGRAM

and North Dakota, ant I Wane.
Mankato State, and Southwest Missouri
State universities also have restricted-campus smoking. •
'ISchool officials cite health concerns
as the reason.
"We have practical, even moral
reasons to restrict smoking," explained William Hetrick, director of Penn
State's human services department.
"Colleges need to recognize young
people are at a volatile point in their
developement of habits," said John
M. Pinney, executive director of Harvard's institute for the Study of Smoking Beltavitir mid Policy."C,011ega.mat
influence their young people by letting .
them know smoking is not acceptable."
But even among the new campus
bans, there are signs college students
may be smoking again.
Some 10.1 percent of this year's
freshmen, up from 8.9 percent of last
year's first-year collegians, smoke
cigarettes, the annual American Council on Education-University of Los
Angeles survey of 300,000 students
found in mid-January.
"The key question is how do we get
to these teen-agers?" a frustrated
Longest said of the survey results.
"There's so mixt) more resounding proof that smoking causes cancers, emphysema and heart disease than we had
10 years ago."
"Teens experiment," Pinney said,
"and they'll stop and start again. It's
not until their late teen and early twenties ahat they really form a habit. One
year does not a trend make. But this is
a signal that we haven't made as much
progress as we thought."

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

LUNCHEON/DISCUSSION/SUDES
TOPIC: IMAGES TOWARD WHOLENESS
ON LIFE'S JOURNEY
I. ART
Thursday, February 1L11989
11:55 a.m. - 1:05 p.m.

Stewart Commons Private Dining Room
LUNCH IS PROVIDED THROUGH THE LINE
.BY RESIDENTIAL LIFE
.
•
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;Introduction:

$
1Yresentation:

Marilyn Nichols. SSJ. pfs.a. Newman Center
Contact Person for Information on the Program
866-2155
Nancy Earle, SMIC, M.A., Orland Artist
Influetxed by. NativeAmerican Spirituality

Discussion Facilitators: Orono Carnim_ Ministers
Program is co-sponsored by Campus Ministries and
Residential Life.
• oreact Jennifer

Thibodeau at 581-4583 to reserve a meal ticket.
s

Gather career information through
contacts -with professionals.
What can the program do for you...
•

Here is actual feedback from
students who have used the program:

Senior:
.
'My Mentor explained
what jobs were available
in finance with my degree,
something I was unaware of...'
Senior:
-4c-"He was extremly helpful
and informative to the
)extent that I am switching
career objectives...'
Junior:
_:1-`My Mentor was -very easy
to speak with and mentioned
possible Summer employment
leads for me to follow up on...'
Sophomore:
Itwveryinteresting tallutig- To her and
I was able to gain insights on which
area of study to choose as my major.'

•

March Break is a perfect time
to make your career contacts.
Local Mentors are also available
for you to speak with throughout
the semester. Now is the best

time to start looking foransw
to your career concerns.
Maine Mentor Program
Career Center
Basement of Wingate Hall

'
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New shuttle aids travel on campus

by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer

Students and faculty at the University of Maine who hate long walks around
campus — especially in adverse conditions have reason to smile, at least for
the next four weeks.
The ad hoc task force on parking,
made up of UMaine students, faculty
members and administrators, hopes it

has come up with a solution everyone
can live with.
The answer is The Run Around, two
yellow mini buses running every- 15
minutes around caaapils.,
The shuttle will run Monday through
Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. from
now until March 3.
The task force has been soliciting
ideas from members of the UMaine

the SequaNo Family OffERS
you AuineNtic italiaN
ItaliaN ANtipastos - Pasta.
Vcal. Italia Scaroot). Homcmabc
Pastnies 4 ExpnEsso COffEE

MEETING
ROOMS
A VA /LA BLE

SUMMERTIME
OUTDOOR PA TIO
AVAILABLE

Visit Our New Solario Venetian
Sunroom For Cocktails.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday
1/ am.- 10 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.nt.

two!,

CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
735 MAIN
STREET
ig a
74):
942-12
40

1,iA40/0
6 0.

community sinterita &citron Te
September. It is under the direction of
Thomas Aceto. UMaine vice president
for Administration.
.3 •_ ,
Jeanne h4a, the director of Facilities
Planning and head of the task force.
said suggestions for creating the Run
Around came from letters the task force
had received and from ideas brought up
at open forums held in December.
"We have been very open to the ideas
of students.'' she said. "We've
evaluated the suggestions for a shuttle.
and want to test the feasibility ot it."
People riding the bus will be asked to
fill out a questionnaire, giving the task
force information about when, *here
and if students will use the bus.
"There have been concerns about
walking after dark, in severe weather,
and especially the distance from some
of the parking lots," Ma said.
Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
Student Services, said she thought the
shuttle would help people who have to
park in the peripheral parking lots, like
the Steam Plant lot.
"We (the task forcei do not know if
the shuttle will be ideal, but we are hoping it will help the problem we have."
she said.
Ma defined the parking problem b)
saying, "There are enough parking
spots, but they are just not convienient."

The shuttle project, which will cost
$6,480 for the four weeks it will be running. is being funded by Aceto's office,.
Ma said.
If response to the shuttle is good,shesaid, the ,iniversity will look into ways
to fund a more permanent shuttle
program.
Lin Largey, a junior commuter student at UMaine, said she thought the
shuttle was an excellent idea.
"I'll use it probably in the fall and
winter when the weather is bad. No one
likes to walk in rain or snow," she
said.
Harrow said although the UMaine
campus isn't large enough to present a
problem for most students and faculty
to get around, during the winter walking is sometimes a hardship.
"Hopefully the bus will be able to
take that hardship away," she said.
"This isn't an easy. or'a cheap solution.
but we are looking for the best one.'
The bus will be stopping at the Steam
Plant lot. Alfond Arena, Memorial
Gym circle, Cumberland Hall. Oxford
circk, the service building, Hauck
Auditorium circle, Estabrook Hall and
Chadbourne circle every 15 minutes.
The contract for the two mini buses
and two drivers was made by the university. with John T. Cyr and Sons Inc. of
Old Town.
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The Marathon will be at the University of Maine Fieldhouse on
February 11 12. 1989
Any organization. dormitory. fraternity, sorority, or individuals may
enter a team made
of 2 to 10 runners each Funning I mile per turn.
Donations to be collected as pledges per mile that the entire team nifIS
Prizes awaniedior wit miles run and most moneyeaised
Pick up your entn, blanks at the C.).tfice of Student Actmities or at the
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Congress votes down 51 percent raise
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
voted Tuesday to take away its 51 percent pay raise and rushed the legislation
to President Bush, who was expected to
sign the measure before a midnight
deadline.
L3 rrI3kers •were anxious to end the
public outcry against the S45,500 increase, which left them feeling, in the
words of one representative, like "cannon fodder for trash television and talk
radio,"
First, the House voted to reject the
raise by a vote of 380-48. Less than three
hours later, the Senate followed suit by
a vote of 94-6. Although Bush had supported the raise. spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater said his boss "will abide by the
wishes of the.Congress."
The congressional votes also denied
large raises for too federal executives
and federal judges. Some lawmakers
predicted that defeating the raises would
accelerate an exodus from government
service.
Indeed, Chief Justice William H.
Rconquist said in a statement; ''1 deeply regret the congressional action. which
has prevented the federal judges in this
country from receiving a well-deserved
pay raise. ..,. We will not be able to attract and retain the kind of judges we
need ... unless we pay our judges fairly
and equitably."
Senate Minority I cader Bob Dole, R Kan., said Bush told Senate Repilblicans
Tuesday he might ask Congress to approve lesser raises for the judges and
executives.
With its votes, Congress rejected
raises proposed by a presidential commission and endorsed by then President
Reagan, Senators and representatives

would have seen their salaries rise from
S89,500 to S135,000.
During its less than 30 minutes of
debate, the Senate heard Jesse Helms,
R-NC. and a foe of the raise, proclaim
that the vote shows the American people that ','you can fight Lit), halland you
can take on the Congress of the United
States with all its legerdemain and all its
legislative ability." •
The Senate last week voted 95-5
against the raise, but the wording of that
resolution differed from the House version approved Tuesday. Sen. James Jeffords, R-Vt., who had voted aaainsi the
raise, voted for it Tuesday.
Jeffords said he cast his vcpte Tuesday
to make clear his view that judges are
badly in need of a pay raise and because,
unlike last week's measure, this one did
not curtail lawmakers rights to make
speeches for fees.
The other senators voting to sustain
the raise were Democrats Christopher
Dodd of Connecticutt, Edward Kennedy
of Massachusetts and Spark Matsunaga
of Hawaii: and Republicans Frank
Murkowski of Alaska and Ted Stevens
of Alaska.
Despite the overwhelminge House
margin, members were clearly torn between their desire for a pay raise and the
public scorn heaped upon them for considering the increase.
The chamber applauded loudly when
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski. D-III.. told
colleagues in a rousing speech before the
%ote. "Each member of this House.
Democrat and Republican, is worth a
salary of S135,000 a year."
The irony of the House's dilemma
was reflected when Rep. Vic Fazio, DCalif., a pay raise defender, introduced

MacFest

MacFest
Memorial •
Feb.14

Valentine's Day Specia

the resolution to reject the increase -but voted against the resolution.
"We face reality here today," Fazio
said. "We're doing what has become inevitable."
Fazio chided his ,colleagues for not
having the courage to speak out" in
their own defense and said, "We
became cartoon cannon fodder for trash
television and talk radio." He added,
"There are Supreme Court justices who

make less than their clerks the day after
they (the clerks) retire and go into
private practice.
. .
Left dangling by Congress' action
were ethics reforms that lawmakers had
hoped to pass once the raise became law.
These included a ban on fees for
speeches and appearances in both
houses.
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Aid-AO El Salvadot

MI

Guest column by Brent A. Singer
The crisis in El Salvador has
reached its critical point. What
happens in the next two months
will determine whether there
will be hope for peace and
economic reconstruction, or a
new wave of terrible bloodshed and repression instead.
United States military aid to El
Salvador has had a profound
role in shaping this present
crisis, and I urge you to use
every means at your disposal to
act on behalf of democracy,
human rights, and social justice
for the people of El Salvador.
More specifically, national
elections are scheduled in El
Salvador for March 19.
Because of the current election
laws there, as it now stands, the
ARENA party would probably
get the most votes from those
who are allowed to participate.
ARENA is the pany of the old
cArgarchy. During the last eight
years their forces have waged a
war of village massacres and
death squad disappearances
which have 'taken the lives of
nearly 7(3,000 civilians. Their
election "platform" is that if
they win they will begin a total
war against their enemies who

oney, Money, Money.
It comes hard to all of us who are scraping
A.
by lookinit for our own little future role in
the world, while we also try to just get by today.
Now it seems like there are a few people who are,
and have been affiliated with the University of Maine
who are earning their money and not being required to
do the job they were hired to do.
The latest "continuing story" or soap -opera,
whatever you prefer, has revolved around the Cutler
Health Center.
Dr. Roberta Berrien announced, in a very brief staff
meeting last Thursday, that she had decided to resign as
the director of the health center.
It may seem extremely sudden, but is it? She has not
been the most well-received new faculty member the
university has hired in the past few years.
And her resignation is prompting action by Dwight
Ricleout, dean of Student Services, and Vice President
of Student Affairs John Halstead. The two now have to
find an interim replacement and a new director.
An interim director was not found at Monday's
meeting. Rideout said earlier in the week that Cutler
staff, students and others involved with the health
center would be attending the meeting. He also said
plans for a new director would be discussed.
Now one aspect of the entire ordeal that has already
been decided is that Berrien will remain at Cutler until
June 30 without any cut in salary with her position only
that of a consulting physician.
Berrien does not deserve to get money for a job she
is not performing. Plain and simple. Give her a salary
for the job she is doing.
And as far as the Cutler Health Center is concerned,
some real organization and administration is needed.
Not only to cope with the business aspeci of the job,
but the person will hopefully be able to deal with, with
some degree of respect, the staff and students.
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To the edit

resist and fight against them for that 75 of this aid goes to
human and economic rights finance the violence in that
such as fair wages, safe work- country and its effects instead
ing conditions, dctctil housing. of going to address its root
.health care, and educational causes. Indeed, even the
opportunities for everyone.
Reagan administration has felt
ARENA': mode! for total in the past that ARENA is too
war is that of the Guatemalan far to the right, and they have
government's efforts in the so- tried to keep the Christian
called "scorched-earth war" of Democrats, led by President
1978-1985. During that time Jose Napoleon Duarte. in
more than 440 Guatemalan Power
villages went burned and at
Hovieser. despite United
least 100,000641m were kill- States support, Duane(who is
ed.
seriously ill) and his party have
ARENA admires that proproven to be totally ineffective
gram, and, if they win, their against the military and
"total war" will be open exag- ARENA. He and the Chri5.1i.an
geration of their efforts over Democrats lack support from
the hut several years.
both the Left and the far right
The United States is itself since they are perceived as the
responsible for much of the puppets of the United States. In
present crisis. Our aid to El addition, the widespread corSalvador has bees over $400 ruption and weakness of the
million annually for many Duarte gosernment has meant
years, and in 1967, our total aid that ARENA and the military
to El Salvador of S608 million ha%c been the principal
exceeded that country's own beneficiaries of United States
contribution to its national aid to that country. In this way.
budget ($582 million).
massive United States aid goes
Furthermore, in a recent to support death sqnads and
report tocongress, Rep. Leach village massacres, despite the
(R-IA), Rep. Miller (D-('A)
(see Aid page 71
and Sen. Hatfield (R -OR)state
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A would-be sex addict?
There's a. scene in Elia
Kaean's "On The Waterfront." where Marlon Brando, bruised, bloodied and incredibly slow, walks toward
the gate lfrthe—strike-bound
dockyard. •
The camera slowly pans
across the crowd where the
union thugs sneer and Brando's
fellow workers stand in stoney
silence. Then the screen fills up
with nothing but Brando, his
steady walk pounding out the
triumphant beat of American
individualism
One man's victory against
the mob.
To me, Wade Boggs is that
man.
Yes, Wade, who last week
bravely announced to the
public his horrific affliction, his
perhaps, debilitating disease.
Yes, friends, Wade Boggs of
Red Sox fame told us that he
was addicted to sex.
Ohmagod. Say it isn't so
Wade.
"
watching Gerald°
Rivera i couple of weeks ago
--and there was a show on about
oversexed people and things
like this. Geraldo had a
psychologist on there ... and
they were calling -it- a
disease." Boggs said in a live
interview from Florida with
WNEV.
"1 feel that's_ exactly what

-

Oh my.
She "has vowed to ruin
Wade Boggs' life," Boggs
said
As you can see, one sideeffect of this hotrible diseawii
that Wade now refers to
himself as someone else.
%Vhen he is hungry he says
something like, "Wade Boggs
wants to eat dinner now."
Hopefully, in time, this condition will pass.
Yet in his coming forth, in
Michaelt)iacco
,
his revealing his affliction to the
public-5--Boggs has opened the
has happened — that a disease door leading to a cure for
was
overtaking
Wade others similarly afflicted.
Boggs," he continued.
And don't kid yourself
Poor Wade.
There are thousands of people
But now he has come for- suffering from this disease.
ward and told us that after four Some, perhaps, even on this
tragic years of suffering with campus. In fact, I, yes, 1, am
this ordeal, this terrible cancer, a sex addict. ,
alone in his silent and lonely
Well, I guess that wouldn't
solitude, he has finally foond a be quite accurtile considering I
cure.
havai't had a dete in a while.
That cure, it seems, carat in
But imaiil-would-be sex adthe form of a bitter pill named, dict. Yea, definitely a would-be
Margo_ Adam s Or, more Mt addict.
specifically, in her threat to
Thank you Wade. Thank
reveal all Boggs' seamy sexual you for giving me the chance to
exploits while he was afflicted cure myself. Yes, God thank
beyond his control, a mere you Wade.
helpless babe cradled in the sordid arms of the devil's nurse
Michael Di Cicco is a senior
maid.
journalism major from Essex
Yes, friends, Margo demand- Junction, Vermont
who really
ed Wade pay her $100,000 or isn't addicted to anything but
she would tell all.
old Brando movks.
-
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Response
Marathon
To the editor:
Another year has gone by,
bringing the Fiji Maraihr
upon us once again! This year
the Marathon begins at 12:00
noon on Saturday, February
11: and ends. at 12;00 hoo.n. on
Sunday. February 12. For those
of you who arc new to this an
nually held rus;-- the Fiji
Marathon is a 24-hour
marathon sponsored by the
fraternity Fiji to help benefit
the American Cancer Society. I
have been a devoted Fiji
Marathon runner for the past
four years. I have experienced
the excitement that is
characteristic of the event; and,
in essence, has kept me coming
back year after year. The
Marathon is definitely a college
experience in which most
everyone should consider taking part.

To get you off on the right
track, Residential Life's Nutri_lion Team and the fraternity Fiji, are holding a Pasta Pigout
Dinner the evening before the
Marathon, February 10, between the hours of 5:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. m the Damn
Yankee. Pasta is high in carbohydrates and will fuel your
muscles to take on the
Marathon the next day. Dave
Pickering, the noteworthy chef
from Jasmine's Restaurant, will
be helping us prepare the dinner. Marathon runners can cat
free of charge, others pay
$3.00. So get your running
shoes on and come join us at
-the Pasta Pigout!
Linda Hovencamp
Residential Life
Nutrition Team

No tenure, no job
To the editor:

Band warned
To the editor
For those of you who attended Thursday night's men's
basketball game against
('anisus, you probably witnessed an incident, involving the
Pep Band getting warned about
"blowing our horns" while the
opposing team attempted their
freethrows. The official
threatened us with a technical.
The only problem is that the
band wasn't responsible for the
outbursts. It was the fans, with
their air horns. Another thing
is, the official didn't even give
us a chance to defend ourselves.
This makes the band look bad
in the eyes of the opposing

team, our team, and the spectators.
This is not the first time that
this has happened to us, and I
would like to set the record
straight once and for all.
It seems pretty bad if the
referee can't tell the difference
between a trumpet, and an air
horn. The Black Bear Band is
very respectable about keeping
quiet during garneplay, and getting blamed for incidents that
we were not a part of really give
us a bad look. I hope this letter
will prevent any further
wrongful accusations toward
the Black &i.0 Pep
- Band.
Peter Jalbert
Dunn Hall

*Aid

4continued from page 6)

"good intentions" of the Reagan andBust. adrn;•"strations.
In response to this crisis, the FMLN
has made a drastic and very positive proposal regarding the March elections.
The FMLN, a popular liberation
front fighting for human and economic
rights for the people of El Salvador, has
officially proposed that the March elections be postponed until September IS,
which is independence day in El
Salvador. There are several reasons for
-this.
To begin with, the current election
ules exclud_e nearly 2_ million
Sllvadorans from voting. Registration
for vin ended last September before
many people had a chance to register.
In addition, there are about 800,000
citizens without a home in El Salvador
because the military has bombed or
burned their villages, or has otherwise
forced' them to leave. These displaced
people could not have registered even
if they wanted to, because they did not

It was very disturbing to read
in your CPS review of Charks
Sykes' "Profscam" that
"Sometimes the very finest
teachers are let go ... when thesr
(
fail to &Note as much time to
research and publishing as their
tenured colleagues," says Dr.
Jonathan Knight (of the
American Association of
University Professors) while
ironically opposing the elimination of tenure.
Tenure seems to be the carrot which keeps the professors
racing onward while students
and society stand in disbelief
watching the mental food
wagon pass them by. Are books
more inspiring than teachers?
One minute' with the Great
Teacher, Jesus, would have
been worth more than the entire Bible to me.

have'valid "addresses." There are
also about I million people who have
been forced•ko flee the country into
Honduras and*ier places,and there
-hive-Wm —p---nsisions
rc
to allow them
to vote. As it stands, ARENA would
win the "election" because it is their
supporters, the wealthy, who can vote.
If this happens, there will be a "mandate" for total war.
In contrast, the FMLN proposed that
everyone be allowed to vote, and it proposes that on the day of election, both
sides put down their weapons and
remove all their forces from the places
of voting. The FMLN also agrees to
idikteby the-results of this kind of free
election. If everyone can vote without
the threat of death squad retaliation, the
FMLN is confident that ARENA will
not win (although ARENA will have the
right to participate in the election along
with other parties.)
Needless to say, ARENA will oppose
postponing the elections under these
conditions, and it is therefore necessary
for the United States not to abandon the
mess which it has made. The United
States can do this in several ways. First,

"Many of the ages' greatest
thinkers - from Socrates to
Jesus to Galileo to Freud to
even certain scholars during the
McCarthy era in the United
States - lost jobs, money,
reputations and even their lives
pursuing ideas that the political
or religious leaders of their day
found offensive," says the
CPS review.
Yet, "Tenure arose as a way
to protect them and the masses
of more anonymous college
teachers from the political
whims of administrators, who
might otherwise succumb to
community pressures to punish
professors
engaged
in
misunderstood or unpopular
research."
The above named' "great
thinkers"--idid not have the
security of tenure. And if they
had they would not have found
the inspiration to challenge the

system which gave them their
tenure. Such is the nature of
subconscious gratitude.
Teachers should not be expected to seek publication.
Great teachers are written
about. Students are great selfteachers if and when they have
the rare good fortune to sit
before inspired guides who
have been liberated from the
wasteful expectation of bookwriting when they are not moved by the spirit to do anything
but fire-up their students with
a burning desire to please their
teacher with their excellence,
while preparing themselves for
a position of service to society.
Nature gives tenure to none
of its creatures, because it's
against natural law. Theresa
great new freedom blowing iii
the wind, and nothing can stop
it.
Val Vardamis

WE OUGHT STRONGLY TO SUPPORT THE FMLN INITIATIVE. Second, WE OUGHT TO WITHDRAW
OUR MILITARY-MILFROM EL
SALVADOR. Third, WE OUGHT
NOT TO LEND OUR SUPPORT TO
ANY PARTY IN THE SEPTEMBER
ELECTIONS(which is also a part of the
FMLN proposal). The United States has
regularly attempted to buy elections in
poor nations by giving huge amounts(in
terms of the economies of poor nations)
to the party of our choice through the
CIA and other covert agencies. The
FMLN instead proposes that all parties
be allowed the same amount of money
- or, at least, something near the amount
that ARENA can afford - in order to
campaign.
In closing, I want to stress that
thousands of innocent lives are at stake.
If the March elections near, if the
United States does not support the
FMLN initiative, and if ARENA is
about to win an "election," the people who know that total war will follow
will have nothing to lose. Instead of
preparing for elections in September,
they will be torced to take action to pro
-

tect themselves in March. If this happens, and if there is a massive popular
insurrection led by the FMLN, I hope
that the United States acts wisely.
I say this because no December 23,
Mr. Reagan announced the sending of
1,900 U.S. troops to Honduras in late
January.
In addition, during the third week of
February, 10,000 regular active duty
troops will begin to be deployed in Honduras in waves of 1,200 at a time.
All together, a total of 14,000 U.S.
troops will participate in three different
sets of maneuvers in Honduran territory
surrounding El Salvador. If there is a
popular insurrection in March in El
Salvador against the forces of ARENA,
the military, and Duarte's government,
can you guess what Reagan and Bush
are sending these troops for?
Now is the time to begin to shift our
policy of foreign intervention and to
begin to turn war into peace. I urge you
to help win democracy in El Salvador by
actively supporting the FMLN initiative
and by keeping the United States and the
CIA out of the elections • next
September.

-
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decision.
"We're'going-tettettkenelkinelltippened," he said.
The decision will affect Royce Albert .
and Clyde Armstrong. _the _other candidates in the race. •
"We had our views' out in the
open," Armstrong said. "Things were
looking good for us today. We have to
organize a tittle bit and try to pick up
the momentumwe hat'and go -frinn
there."
The decision also affects Dwight
Dorsey, candidate for president of
Residents on Campus, and his running
mate, Jodie Mahon.
"I neglected schoolwork to make sure
people know what we stand for," he
said. "Now it's going to drag on for
another week."
He said the sexing procedure wasn't .
handled "professionally." ,
Dorsey said he knew people whose
names were not crossed off of voting
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Hooper said his fraternity is undergoing major changes, including extensive
reorganization, and doing more com-munity service.
"We want to work with the university to correct the situation, — Hooper
said.
Lick said Tuesday's appeals were only concerned with reducing the suspension periods.
He also said both meetings were taped
so that there would be a record of exactly what was said.
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"The program received no real financial support and just faded," hc said.
Berrien said she believes the restoration of the performance center would be
psychologically and physically beneficial
to employees.
She also said - tharcould benefit in sas'rigs from such costs
as employee absenteeism.
Insurance plans, she said, would alto-reduce coverage prices if a preventise
health program were asailable.
"Emphasis on employee health is obit
effective," Berrien said.
--R-esti1ts--14iiisy take time, though. •.•
she said. "Maybe even 10 years. ";
But right now, she said, the programs'
are barely in the-talking stage.
Berrien said she is not certain there-will esen be an employee health-tare
program.
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-Hockey team sweeps r Dctily Maine Campus
broomball tourney
Athlete of the Week
for local charity
Funds raised for
local Big Brothers
Big Sisters
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With .
thc goaltending of David Capnano and three goals scored by Matt
DelGuidice, the University of Maine
hockey team swept ...
Wait a minute? What is wrong with
this picture?
David Capuano in goal and Matt
DelGuidice blazing down the ice scoring goals?
Does it sound like you're in the
Twlight Zone?
Relax. This was all part of the third
annual Broom Hockey Tournament to
benefit Downcast Big Brothers/Hi
Sisters last night at Alfond Arena. "This is great for the kids and the
community and it's neat for the par-
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Notre Dame has
good high school
recruiting class

ticipants." said Head Coach Shawn
Walsh.
The Legend MI-Stars, the Ill-Legal
Beagles. and the Clean Sweeps,
representing Eaton, Peabody, Bradford
and Veague, each challenged the Black
Bears.
The benefit game started with idea
that the hockey team had three years
ago.
"We wanted to do something to help
a certain cause. (Big Brothers/Big
Sisters) is a good cause," said Walsh.
"We(the team)decided on it because we
have all been so fortunate and we
wanted to make other fortunate."
.A crowd of 500 saw the spills and
this of the three games while seeing the
comic antics of the Anah Temple Shrine
Circus' "Keystone Kops".
Local sports personalities Ron 1 mien
and Tim Throckmonon added to the
festivities, acting as the games' referees.
Walsh also participated in the games,
playing forward and in goal. The
UMaine coach almost scored a goal for
the Black Bears, but claims that he "was
robbed" on the play.
The Black Bears also managed to
achieve a milestone in the benefit.
"This is the first game this season that
no one has gotten hurt in," said
Walsh.
The chair of the tournament, Bruce
Flynn, said that with the ticket proceeds
and the teams' entry fees that over $1000
was raised for the organization.

•O'

Rachel Bouchard wins the Athlete of the Week award for
the second time in leading the University of Maine women's
basketball team to three wins. The sophomore center
averaged 28 points a game and 14 rebounds, with highs of
30 points and 23 rebounds against Hartford Saturday.

(AP) -- Notre Dame, coming off is
first national football championship in
11 years, is about to score another
dramatie vidtaitY..
Wednesday lithe national signing day
for high school prospects and the Irish
Hockey Etat Is C-1--M approaching the proverbial crunch time
loom as runaway winners, according to
of its season.
Allen Wallace, publisher of SpuerPrep
With less than a month remaining
Magazine of Costa Mesa, Calif.
before the Hockey East playoffs, the
Notre Dante has received oral comUshmrsity of Maine can not afford
mitments from 17 Of the 161 players
given MI-America status by SuperPrep„
to slow down after getting back on
-track last Saturday.
including the top-rated prospects in twoThe Black Bears' 6-4 victory on
of the magazine's nine categories-,
against the University of
quarterback Rick ?direr of
Ind., and tight end Iry Smith fe_l Pember- - New Hampshire broke a three-game!
losing streak and raised UMaine's
ton-, N.J.
record to 14-6 in Hockey East and
Mirer was SuperPrep's No. 1 -rated
24-8 overall.
quirterback, as well as Midwest OffenThat gives UMaine 28 points and
sive Player of the Year. He led his team
second place in the Hockey East stanto the state championship by completing
But after this weekend's series with
dings, only one point behind Boston
259 of 420 passes for 3,973 yards and
the University of Lowell, the UMaine
College.
30 touchdowns while rushing for 480
hockey team will be completely
The Eagles are 13-4-3 in league
focused on BC.
yards and 22 TDs.
play for 29 points. BC is ranked
Mirer played safety on defense, inThe Black Bears host the Chiefs on
fourth in the WMEB-CHSB Hockey
tercepting eight passes, and also did the
Friday and Saturday this week while
Poll to UMaine's fifth-place
BC will have a home-and-home series
placekick ing.
showing.
with Providence College.
The 6-foot-4, 230-pound Smith is
The Beanpot is the big priority on
The Chiefs arc 3-17-1 and in last
rated the best tight end in the country
the minds of the Eagles. The annual--pUtitein lestSW play'while PC is firth
although his team's wishbone (Arent*
tourney includes BC, Harvard
at 9- I I -1.
limited hime to 18 receptions. He made
University, Boston University and
Pending the outcome of those two
All-State as a defensive back.
Northeastern University.
series, the showdown for the Hockey
SuperPrcp's top-rated offensive
_ Boston College suffered a tough
East championship will likely follow.
lineman, 275-pound Bob Whitfield of
5-4 loss to 18-1 Harvard, ranked seUMaine will travel to Boston to
Wilimgton, Calif., has committed to
cond in the nation, on Monday night
face the Eagles in two contests. The
Stanford, as has the top place kicker,
in the Bcanpot's opening round but
first on Friday, Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. and
Paul Stonehouse of Los Angelos.
the tourney games will not count
on the following Sunday at 2 p.m.
The No. 1 defensive lineman,
toward the standings in Hockey East.
The two squads battled on Jan. 3
(see Irish piage VD-

Hockey East heating up

Joe Grant

•
•

-•••
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at Alfas'Arena and Wane tame
out with a 6-3 victory.-- •
Black Bears goaltender Scott King
had a stellar 30-save performance and
senior Bruce Major scored a pair of
goals, including the eventual gamewinner, in a 47-second span of the second penod, leading UMaine to the
winBut of course you have to worry
about this weekend with the Chiefs.
The two teams played on Jan. 17 at
Lowell and UMaine earned a 9-2 victory. That win helped the Black Bears
rebound from a 7-4 loss to Colorado
College three nights earlier.
So now its back to another old
adage, "one day at a time." Let's
get through this weekend and then
worry about the Eagles.
•
•
•

UMaine senior defenseman Vince
(iuidotti is expected to miss at lag
this weekend's series against Lotto&
the=minute of Saturday's
game at
, Guidotti suffered _
shoulder seperation. He may also
miss the BC series.
Joe Grant is a junior journalism
major who thanks his lucky stars he
decided to go to a university with e
daily newspaper and wouldn't want
it any other way.
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Bjorn Borg may have attempted suicide
MILAN, Itlay (AP) -- Five-time
Wimbledon champion Bjorn Borg
swallowed barbiturates to ease an upset
stomach, a friend said Tueday, but a
news agency reported the retired
Swrdish tennis player a---ently had a:tempted suicide.
Borg, 32, was hospitalized at Milan
Polyclinic for three hours Tuesday
before he returned with his Italian
finance, rock singer Loredena Berte, to
her apartment.
The ANSA news agency said initial

pnotographer gave chase on foot and
humped into the couple's taxi, prompting the driver to get out and slap
him.
Hospital officials confirmed that
Borg and been treated, but refused to
give any details.
ANSA quoted unidentified hospital
sources as saying Borg apparently
swallowed about 10 pills.

police investigators indicated Borg ahd
tried to commit suicide but that it could
not get official confirmation of its
report.
Borg's personal adviser said he had
taken barbiturates after becoming
nauseous and another friend said Borg
had been stricken by food poisoning.
"I'm fine, it's all'over," Borg told
reporters outside the apartment.
"Go away all of you," snapped
Bertc, 41, before slamming the door.
During the drive from the hospital, a

Mara Savastano, a friend of the couple, said the singer told her that Borg
had suffered from food poisoning.
Ingmar Alverdal, Borg's personal adviser, told the Swedish national news
agency TT that Borg took barbiturates
to fall asleep after he became sickened
while dining at a restaurant Monday.
Borg retired from tournament play in
1983 at the age of 27.

Women's swim team
visits Colby today
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

him decide what events they will do
al New Englands.
"We still have one person, Marcie
- --Ths-University of Maine women's
d'Entremont, trying to qualify for
swim team travels to Waterville on
New England," be said.
Wednesday to take on Division 111-- - - d'Entremont inisiiahfytng for
Colby College in its last regular
the championship meet in the
season meet.
100-yard freestyle by .03 of a second
The last time Colby. who has a 6-2
..On Saturday against Boston Univerrecord, competed against UMaine, it
sity. She needs a time of 58.99
was in the 1983-84 season and the
sec' onds'to qualify.
Black Bears won, 86-44.
Breaststroker Jen Boucher will
UMaine, 7-3, will use the meet to
return for UMame after missing five
prepare for the New England Chammeets with a kg injury.
pionships being held in Rhode Island
Wren said, "Jen looks real good.
on February 17-19, according to
She's been doing a lot of upper body„
Head Coach Jeff Wren.
training the last three weeks."
"It will give us a chance to move
Colby's Sally White is one of the
people around," Wren said, "'and
best Division III swimmers in the
let them compete in some different
country and could give UMaine's
events.
Noreen Solakoff ietough race in the
Wren added that the swimmers'
200-yard freestyle, according to
performances in this meet will help
Wren.
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Sanders reportedly will stay in school
W3
kCS

ed
y.
in

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- Heisman
Trophy !inner Barry .Sanders refused
Tuaday to confirm or deny'a report-in
his honietwas newspaper that he had
decided to return to Oklahoma State
University for his senior season, instead
of opting for the NFL draft.
Sanders was in Philadelphia to pick
up the Maxwell Football Club trophy as
the outstanding collegiate player of the
year. The Philadelphia Eagles Randell
,Cunningham, quarterback of the NFC
Last champions, received the Mxwell's
Bert Bell award as the outstanding pro
player.
In Tueday, editions, the Wichita
(Kan.) Eagle-Beacon quoted the
5-foot-8 Sanders as saying: "I'm planning on returning (to Oklahoma State).
Right now I'm im school getting ready
for next season and some exams."
But in Philadephia. the Heisman
Trophy winner said: "I don'tremeber
saying that. I've done a thousand inter -

views this year. I can't remeber what I
say."
Sanders shattered 20 NCAA records
last season
— , gaining 2,628 yards and
scoring 39 touchdowns for an average
of 232 and 3.5.
Sanders told the Associated Press
Sunday that he had made his decision
but was not ready to announce his
intention.
The 20-year-old Sanders was asked
why he would want to return to
Oklahoma State, which has been
suspended for three years from bowl
games and for two years from television
appearances because of recruiting
violations. •
"It's my intent to get a degree," he
said."A lot of times I think I'm not old
enough to go out in the world."
Sanders has been urged by his father
and by his brother, Brian, a running
back at Northwestern, to leave college
and turn pro.

offish

(continued from page 9)

"My brother told me that he'd ring
my neck if I don't leave," the running
back said. "My father- realizes that this
is my decision. I haveto make it. I;d iike
to make my father happy, but I'll
decide."
Sanders said that he has noi hired an
agent.
"I don't trust too many people. If I
make a decision to go, I don't know if
I can trust anybody with my money,"
he said.
Because he is a junior, Sanders would
have to plead special circumstances to
the NFL to become eligible for the
regular April draft instead of the supplemental draft several months later.
Cunningham apologized for missing
the Maxwell news conference last month
to announce his selection for the Bell
Award, named in honor of the late
league commissioner Bert Bell.
- Cunningham said the furor awakened him to his off-field responsibilities.
--1'm seeing myself -grow as a person," Cunningham said. "I've
matured and a lot Of people helped
MC

268-pound Sean Gilbert of Aliquippa,
Pa., Defensive Player of the Year in the
Northeast, says he will attend Pitt. The
No. I defensive back Erie Geer of
Newman, Ga., is headed -for Clemson.
Curtis Conway. a quarterback with
exceptional speed who ranks No.1 in
SuperPrep's all-inclusive "athlete"
category, has declared for Southern Cal.
Two No.I players are still
uncommitted-running back Terry Kirby
of Tabb, Va., and linebacker Jessie

Arrnstead of Dallas, SuperPrep's choice
as the overall No. I high school player
in the country after leading Dallas
Carter to the Texas Class SAAAAA
championship with 302 tackles, nine
sacks and five interceptions, two of
which he returned for touchdowns.
Clemson, Michigan and UCLA each
have commitments from seven SuperPrep All-Americans while Florida State,
Ohio State, Southern Cal and Texas
have lined up six apiece.
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Dr. Records Specialty Sale
All Classical. Jazz. and
New Age CD's
$2.00 off
All Classical. Jazz and
New Age Cassettes and LP's
$1.00 off
Sale
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Cunningham. whose passing and runfling led the Eagles to the title and

A Rarcii RV E D
A

himself to the Pro Bowl, said he Taw
realizes that his time is really no his own.
"I was wrong in thinking that just
because the season is over I don't have
anything to do. I realize now how much
time it takes to show my appreciation to
people. it's just not my life anymore. I
belong to Philadelphia," Cunningham
said.
Cunningham said that he would not
attend the winter workouts, which start
Feb. 26.
"I was told by the club to take a vacation, take some time off, get away from
it for a while or I'll burn out," Cunningham said.
The quarterback also went out of his
way to assure people that neither money
nor sucess had turned his head.
"I'll be the same guy. I won't get bigheaded. The money may swell my
wallet," he said.

OtoSVt $*1:310111
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WELCOMED
for more information call
581-4687
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TUB bringing entertainers to campus
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
Comedians who have performed in
Boston and New York are just some of
the acts coming to the .University of
Maine this month.
The four comedians, brought to
UMaine through The Union Board, will
be appearing in the Damn Yankee in

what is termed the "Comedy Series in
After Hours."
At 8 p.m. on Wednesday, Sue
McGinnis and Paul Wayne will be performing and on Feb. 22, also at 8 p.m.,
Nick DiPaolo and Walli Collins will
appear.
McGinnis is the 1988 winner of the
WBCN/Stitches Comedy Riot. WBCN
is a Boston radio station that co-

TONIGHT
Foreign Film Series
"TWO DAUGHTERS
9 9

ri In
!
!

does straight _obserVational corned',,
sponsored the event with the Boston
nightclub Stitches. Her act includes said Tucker Goodman, a sophomore
character sketches and impersonations. TLIBIrsernber
• •
'Musical parodies are the specialty of
Collins has worked with Sas Ow.
Wayne, who has performed with welk Aison and, Goodman said, has* style
known entertainers such as Dionne Wao - Unusual to many of today's comedians. wick and Kenny Loggins.
"He is a very high-powered, clean
DiPaolo, a UMainc alumnus, is a comic," he said. "He is very funny
reuular at the comedy clubs the Improv but isn't •-sh
---ene and doesn't swear."
'
and Dangerfield's In New York City. He
Other events planned by TUB include
a "Sizzling Saturday Series'' beginning
Feb. II with the "Dating Game" in the
Bears' Den. The host will be Broadway
performer Tom Acousti and will follow
the format of the television show.

1961

Based on short stories by Nobel Prize-winning
author Rzbindranath Tagore. In "The Postmaster'',
a shy student assigned to be the postmaster-is
-cared for by a little girl. In "The Conclusion',
the bride in an arranged' marriage flees from her
groom but eventually returns to him in true love.
r -c-r97/7Sr".

101 Neville Hall
Free to UM Students
Admission for others
7:30PM

The Union Board
ILO

Sue McGinnis
Paul Wayne
Wednesday. February-"Vat--8—pm;
Admission 51.00

Cash Bar with ID
Soda 8 Munchies
-

LOOK FOR TM'TALLOW III.ALLLOONS...
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it will he one goy interviewing three
girls behind a screen and then the other
way around," said TUB member
Chris Wallace. "The prizes will be a dinner for two at Sugarloaf or something
along those lines."
Also in the Saturday Series, on Feb.
18"TheSighs" will perform in the dee.
"The Sighs" are a New England bead
that has recently played in such Portland
clubs as 1-birds and the Old Port
Tavern. Th41, ttve
Benjamin's in Bangor.
Singer Paul Strowe, the last performer in the series for the month, will
perform Feb. 25 in the den. Strowe was
selected outstanding coffee-house entertainer of 1988 by the National Association of Campus Activities
Wallace said the Saturday series was
created to give students weekly
programing.
"We want to give them something to
look forward to each week," he said.

